
There are few feelings as pure as being poised 
high in the sky, held up only by a gently quivering 
piece of webbing. I suspect injecting heroin into 
your eyeball may be on a par. Lose concentration 
for a single moment though, and you will find 
yourself spiralling under the line in a state of 
mild confusion. However, unlike shooting heroin 
into your cornea (amongst innumerable other 
differences), once in a while you gracefully exit 
the void onto terra firma on the other side. The 
sweet satisfaction of the send.
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Over the Easter weekend, the 
campground at De Pakhuys 

transformed from the almost exclusive 
home of boulderers, to the home for 
folks obsessed with somewhat obscure 
activities. From juggling, unicycling, fire 
POI, acroyoga and hacky sack to banging 
bongos and playing the didgeridoo; the 
freaks were out en masse in Rocklands. The 
primary obscure activity for the weekend 
was of course, walking on thin pieces of 
webbing high in the sky – highlining.

Another thing that amused me, looking 
around the campsite, was that there were so 
few active highliners present at the meeting, 
though that can be directly accounted for 
by how few active highliners there are in 
South Africa, let alone Cape Town. The 

highlining community has remained very 
small over the past few years since its 
inception in the country. Luckily, those 
with a propensity for obscure activities 
are naturally drawn to slacklining and 
highlining alike, so there was no shortage 
of enthusiasm to give highlining a try. That 
was why they had come after all!

Whilst acquainting myself with my 
neighbour, an adventurous boulderer and 
part-time slackliner, he said to me ‘Ja no, I 
sport climb a bit too – don’t tell my friends 
– so I’m pretty good with the heights, so 
highlining shouldn’t be a problem!’ And 
so we headed up the hill, guided by the 
strip of webbing draped across the skyline 
spanning the kloof.
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Sunset session. Photo Charmaine Kritzinger
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After a short walk up the hill we came upon 
a gathering of sun-soaked people watching 
as a few of the more energetic prepared 
themselves for the highlines. Fast forward 
a few minutes of detailed instructions on 
the basic principles and safety elements 
of highlining, and our aforementioned 
bouldering amigo was apparently 
attempting to strangle the webbing with 
a steel grip. Clearly the sneaky sport 
climbing stints hadn’t adequately numbed 
his fear of heights.

That is the joy of highlining: it is more a 
function of perseverance than innate skill. 
I remember the deathly grips of fear I 
experienced on my first highline. You are, 
after all, going against a deeply engrained 
human instinct. The fear never really goes 
away. With time and effort you slowly 
come to terms with these fears, and accept 
them as your own.

The festival provided a rare four-day 
highlining binge for curious earthbound 
slackliners and seasoned highlining 

junkies alike to work on their functions of 
perseverance, and come closer to stepping 
off the other side of the line, after indulging 
in a large dose of exposure. 

There were four highlines rigged across 
the kloof to get your fix. Two 20 metres 
long, one 44 metres, and a massive 
65-metre line overlooking the valley at the 
far edge of the kloof.

It is difficult to suitably emphasize the 
rarity for not only one, but four highlines 
to remain rigged for four whole days! Well, 
I guess once a year at Rocklands is the 
precise answer.

My daily routine was waking up (not 
so) early and heading up to the highlines 
before the heat of the day. Once things got 
hot I would head down to the lake for a 
refreshing waterline and cool off. Post lazy 
lunch and shenanigans in the campsite, I 
would be drawn back to the highlines, and 
watch sunset from the top. After navigating 
the maze back down to camp (inevitably 
I would forget my headlamp) we would 
head out for an evening bouldering session. 
Getting back to camp there would always 
be quite a lively vibe, and the godsend 
of the locals who made fine food at very 
reasonable prices. A day that is hard to 
match – especially repeated four times over!

another day in Slacklands Photo nir avneyon - antigravity PhotograPhy

Sylvain Burki (green shirt) finding a moment to walk the line, 
with others in various stages of anxiousness. 

Photo nir avneyon - antigravity PhotograPhy
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The event is in its infancy, this being only 
its second year running. It is organised 
by Cape Town’s all-round slackline guru, 
Sylvain Burki. The festival’s success is 
already noticeable, based on the dramatic 
increase in people who attended the event 
this year as compared to last, and the 
enthusiasm levels of all to progress their 
skills on the line. This is understandable, 
considering the perfect balance between 

the nurturing and relaxed, yet meticulously 
organised event that Sylvain has created. 

Testament to the theory of perseverance, 
by the last day I witnessed our bouldering 
amigo take his first wobbly steps on the 
highline, much to all of our excitement. 
Hopefully the psych levels will remain high, 
beyond the festival, and we will see many 
new faces becoming regulars at highlining 
meets in Cape Town, and thus grow our 

circle. After all, it seems a shame that so 
few people enjoy the glory of Cape Town 
from our perspective high in the skies.

Thank you to Sylvain Burki and team 
for their hard work organising such a great 
event. A special thank-you to the owners of 
De Pakhuys Campsite for allowing us to 
rig the highlines on their piece of paradise. 
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Thank also to the official supporters of the event

Jed Johnson having an afternoon nap up high. 
Photo nir avneyon - antigravity PhotograPhy


